
Goldberg Variations 

 Lyrics by HP Trauschke




Aria 

Yasha 

That day 
When I first glided over the threshold of your castle 
Suddenly surrounded by the greatest thinkers 
Their date of birth and death transformed into colors 
Angel bread for hungry minds 
It gave me wings on which I flew 
Thereafter into heaven 
Your stage the throne of nourishing spirits 
Their echo in my enchanted ears 
That day I knew I’m home 
I looked for you in every corner 
Surrounded by your magic world 
Met your angels from another galaxy 
That talked to me with words like music 
Directed me into your dreams 
Where I decided to be one of them 
- 
I played on your throne 
Moving like a dreamer  
When you silently entered your artificial universe 
In which the clearest thoughts defined all matter 
And created my love for you 
I stopped playing 
Listened to your steps 
Your breath 
Your whispers 
Which reached my ears like holy secrets 
Dived into the light of your laughing eyes 
Searching what causes your wonders 
These marvels that resonated to mine 
Prodigies like metamorphoses  
For you I became a butterfly 
- 
I flew around forgot myself 
Intoxicated from my love 
Your eyes on me 
Me in your ears 
I embraced you with each tone I’ve played 
Two hearts should beat as one 
Oh love you brightest thought 
Defeater of time and origin of life 
My existence was enlightened 



In your universe the central star 
My childhoods lightness emerged 
Its innocence thoughts 
Unknown possibilities 
Bouncing fingers 
Beats from my heart 
My breath the song 
- 
Sparkling moments fading through time 
Came to the space we shared in prediction 
The happiest girl and her magician 
In my mind you were mine 
These little explosions in my brain 
Tiny enlightenments like harbingers of unity 
That corresponded with the beats of my heart 
A trillion drops that became one river 
Water music from ancient times 
Enlightened the present  
Tones like rhymes 
You in my heart 
My heartbeats in you 
Won’t open my eyes 
The living dream 
Forever true 



Variation - I 

Yasha 
Seconds like hours 
Hours like days 
Days like years 
My destiny companions 
 
Thoughts like dreams  
Dreams like reality  
Reality like creations 
I’ll be your queen  
 
Liberating from limits  
An originator myself 
Creating a universe  
You’ll be my king 
 
Ruling time 
Inventing space 
Discovering the secrets  
Feeling the might 
- 
Benjamin 
Let me answer you 
Cause it’s a dialogue 
A different thought  
Changes the tone 
 
I asked for you 
Felt you exist 
Hints everywhere  
Glowing thoughts 
 
Suddenly your tone 
Hitting my heart 
Familiar like blood  
Beat of my dance 
 
No doubt anymore  
It must be you 
What I called myself 
Half of the whole 
- 



Yasha 
Surprising you 
Bewildering you 
Ruling your mind 
Directing your thoughts 
 
Making you dance 
Moving you like a god 
Free like an eagle 
Strong like a horse 
 
Controller of the skies 
Liberator of our souls 
I’ll make you the man 
You don’t know you are 
 
I’ll open you doors 
Come to your dreams 
We’ll travel light 
King and Queen 
- 
Benjamin 
Asking myself  
Do you know 
How can’t you 
You opened the door 
 
Traveling time 
Touching your skin 
Consummate love 
Living dream 
 
Seeing your birth  
Sitting on moon 
Watching the earth  
Holding you tight 
 
Glowing Olympus 
Doorkeepers words 
Eerie truth 
Everything changed  



Variation - II 

Benjamin 
You knew me 
Chose me 
For whatever reason  
Searching for love 
 
How big is she 
Is it all 
Are we Titans 
Connected to Gods 
 
What will I do 
To show you my love 
Will I die 
Or learning to fly 
 
Free like an eagle 
Sharpest eye 
Loving peaks 
Reshaping time 
- 
Yasha 
I knew  
You never doubted  
Up to Zeus 
Down to Hades 
 
Loving me 
Only you can 
Touching me 
Without hands 
 
Waves our senses 
Stars our home 
Kisses like drops 
Sensations like rivers 
 
Giving birth  
Questioning death 
Divine might 
Loving desire 
- 



Benjamin 
Melting flesh 
Burning rain  
Singing stones 
Dancing iron 
 
Virgin thoughts 
Radical deeds  
Circles like squares  
Information is gravity  
 
You think 
I do 
Wax in your hand 
Blood in my veins 
 
Awaken the past 
Teasing the devils  
Unmasking the Gods 
Ruling life 
- 
Yasha 
Being your fire 
Burning your mind 
Spending light 
Splendid fight 
 
Surprising mentation  
Unheard words 
Sharp diamonds 
Painful sparks 
 
Losing control  
Gaining freedom  
Marionette  
Unleashed  
 
Inquire 
Discover 
Deliver 
Almighty love 



Variation - III 

Yasha 
Love, almighty spring of life 
Engine of my blazing blood 
Sublimest sense and rife 
Most promising tender bud 
 
Blustery wind under my wings 
Founder of inviolable verity 
Resonance of sacred strings 
Ultimate deed of clarity 
- 
Benjamin 
Birth, almighty arising love 
Infinite like empty space 
Message of the heavenly dove 
Love’s tightest embrace  
 
Invented by a Titans thought 
Carried through eternal time 
Coming out of naught 
Love for sure is most sublime 
- 
Yasha 
My love, will you recognize her 
When she’s flying over mountains  
The fire which she will stir 
Or the spring water fountains 
 
Will you feel that she’s coming from me 
That girl you’ve only met once 
Will she itch you like a flea 
Embracing you like a sacred dunce 
- 
Benjamin 
Your love, she burned my blood  
She robbed me of the old senses 
Came over me like the flood  
Tore down all existing fences 
 
Out of the fog I recognized you 
What the Monkey already forgot 
It came to me out of the blue  
Sharp like a knife your love severed the knot 



Variation - IV 

Yasha 
Golden times 
Titans thought 
Tones like rhymes 
That’s what I brought  
 
Flaky hours 
Divine touch 
Comet showers 
Tenderest clutch 
 
Crane swarms 
Cloud herds 
Heart warmth  
Chorus of birds 
 
Unknown desires 
Ember splash 
Burning like fires 
Titans clash 
- 
Benjamin 
Touches like rays 
Heavenly flood 
Stormy blaze 
That’s what I got 
 
Burning thoughts  
Thrilling delights 
Hidden shots 
Lion fights 
 
Mysterious girl 
Brightest light 
Shining pearl 
Luminous night 
 
Foreign acquaintance 
Hidden tales 
Blood cadence 
Ancient rails 
- 



Yasha 
That’s what I love 
You never complain  
And always laugh  
Celebrating pain 
 
Bloodstreams like rivers 
Fighting with Gods 
Ember shivers 
Clinching rods 
 
Faster than light 
Changing your skin 
Day may be night 
Virtuous spin 
 
Dance to my song 
Aviate like rain 
Lightning prong 
Enlightened brain 
- 
Benjamin 
But did you know 
Or just had a hint 
Celestial show 
Brought by the wind 
 
Thousand questions  
Answers immanent  
Ancient suggestions  
Years I’ve spent 
 
Unbelievable tales 
Hidden truths 
Waging tails 
Not to soothe 
 
What’s feasible  
Really viable  
Conceivable  
Mathematically possible 



Variation - V 

Yasha 
Marvelous wonders 
Give me your hand 
Don’t be afraid 
You’ll see unknown land 
 
Without limitations  
We’ll travel time 
You’ll find out 
You were always mine 
 
Let’s fly like eagles  
Love like we’re one 
Forget what you know  
All will be gone 
 
Take my hand 
Touch it like waves 
Tender like silk 
We’re no longer slaves 
- 
Benjamin 
I take your hand 
The tenderest one 
I can’t escape  
The net you’ve spun 
 
Astonishing horizons  
Scenes like dreams  
Perspectives unknown 
Perceptions like beams 
 
Forgot who I am 
Feeling new born 
Everything’s gone 
Nothing to mourn 
 
Bridges all over  
Borders blur 
You’re a Goddess  
That’s for sure 
- 



Yasha 
Kiss me like clouds 
Love me like water 
Feelings like lava 
Nothing is hotter 
 
I’ll be your lover 
Dying of thirst 
Burning desires 
First things first 
 
Give me your smile 
Heartbeats like drums 
Touch my skin 
Enjoy my sums 
 
Carry me to stars 
Show me new sunsets 
Fulfill the impossible  
We won’t have regrets 
- 
Benjamin 
Sensations like rivers  
Flavors like flowers  
Emotions like sparks 
Asteroids showers 
 
Highest excitation 
Quenching your thirst 
Enjoying your smile  
First things first 
 
Divine vibrations  
Shivering cave 
Choral chants 
Breathtaking wave 
 
See the black hole 
Glowing horizons  
Your marvelous eyes 
Shine like black diamonds 



Variation VI 

Benjamin 
Hope 
Most painful 
Of all choices 
Blinding  
My eyes 
You 
Let me see 
Bright illusions 
Fata Morgana  
Water in deserts 
Lustrous eclipses 
Saving islands 
Light when it’s dark 
Desperate 
Beating 
My heart 
- 
Yasha 
Hope 
Most beautiful  
Of all decisions 
They say 
You die last 
You 
Let me see 
What might be 
Giving strength  
No valley to deep  
Mountains I climb  
Changing perspectives  
Touching the stars 
Faithful 
Pulsing 
My heart 
- 
Why 
Do you deny 
That you feel me 
Touching your heart  
Inspiring your soul 
Ruling your mind 
Kissing your skin 
Seeing through your eye 



Why 
Tell me why 
You won’t understand  
That’s my way 
Being close 
Far away 
Six sense 
Loving you 
- 
Benjamin 
I 
Feel 
You’re in my eye 
Under my skin 
Beating my heart 
Making me smile 
Touching my soul 
Reigning my mind 
I  
Know 
It’s feeling true 
Must be you 
Closest are you 
Furthest away 
Doubtlessly  
Your love 



Variation VII 

Benjamin 
Creating the space 
Between the words 
I love you 
Shaping the silence  
From tone to tone 
Giving freedom  
Forcing strength  
Holding the breath 
For worlds unknown 
How weak the word 
Majestic being mute 
Why do I write  
If there’s no word 
That can explain  
The world of silence  
The magic nothing 
- 
Yasha 
I hear your silence  
Feel your love 
Sometimes frightened  
About it’s tone 
Words like rivers 
Rushing through time 
Pushing me backwards  
Punching my heart 
Searching the truth 
Stopping to breath 
I eavesdrop the rays 
Sent by your soul 
Contradicting my thoughts 
Tranquility like storms 
So many trees 
I can’t see the forest 
- 
Benjamin 
Abused by lyrics 
Victim of deeds 
I lost the space 
Between my words 
Torn by the spirits 
Betrayed by visions 
Seduced by wishes 



I wanna be mute 
Total resignation  
Silence of the whole 
Receiving sun rays 
Feeling home 
Part of nature  
Slow like a snail 
Sinking like honey 
Into your eyes 
- 
Yasha 
Don’t be silent  
I need your words 
The space between them 
I want to create  
Stretching the time 
Infinite impressions  
Deepest perceptions 
Endless sentiments  
Tender mentations 
Visions of love 
Like mother nature 
Birthing life 
Tell me again 
The magic three words 
Two free spaces 
Connected by love 



Variation VIII 

Yasha 
Wonderful zones 
Engaged by love 
Tenderest tones 
Wings of the dove 
 
Delightful orbit 
Awaiting genesis  
Let’s absorb it 
Metamorphosis 
 
Wondrous shift 
Just yet abyss 
Enchanted gift 
Soul of the kiss 
 
Alien world 
Our homeland 
Visions curled 
Hand in hand 
- 
Benjamin 
Celestial companion  
Mother of romance  
Cosmic anion 
Launching dance 
 
Twirling and whirling 
Almighty source  
Wizards chanting  
Controlled force 
 
We spin a net 
Catching the Gods 
Claiming their debt 
Our odds 
 
New beginning  
Stronger than ever 
Our inning 
Gigantic endeavor 
- 



Yasha 
Is it real  
True what I feel  
Are we a new race 
Controlling the space 
 
Childs of unification  
Heavenly sensation  
Dominating dimensions 
Adding extensions  
 
Liberated Titans  
Wondering enlightens  
All informations 
Received donations 
 
Love its motor 
Wind its rotor 
Water its legacy 
Almighty destiny 
- 
Benjamin 
It’s our choice 
Hear its voice 
Life’s salvage  
Our advantage  
 
You and me 
We can be 
Defeater of Gods 
Taking their rods 
 
These are the times 
Revealing their crimes 
Burning Olympus  
Beating the pimp 
 
Ending the Genocide  
In heaven they hide 
Breaking their rafter 
With loves laughter 



Variation IX 

Benjamin 
Often when I speak to you 
Closest when you far away 
Your eyes on me like shooting stars 
Telling me some truth of us 
Offering me to execute my wishes 
Being the man you see in your dreams 
Loving you and save the world 
I wonder about the might you have 
- 
Yasha 
I am love the pleasant wonder 
Ignited by a Titans thought 
I’m speaking to your thirsty heart 
Vibrating your delightful mind 
I’m fashioning the man I need 
To free the world from mighty Gods 
Taking back the paradise  
Living on a globe of treasures 
- 
Holding you in tender arms 
Warming you with silklike skin 
Impacting you with shaking tones 
Whispers of the holly strings 
I build you out of secret water 
Kissing you like flying drops 
I irrigate your loving laughter 
Thereby it shakes the universe 
- 
Benjamin 
Love you stimulate a massive move 
You shake my heart therefore the miracles 
Open the curtains to a hidden world 
Where you and me were always one 
I thirst for you with every gene 
Every thought related to you 
Each deed a stone for our castle  
Your breath nutrition for my hungry mind 



Variation X 

Benjamin 
Who’s that second soul in us 
That forces deeds without discuss 
That’s connected to the Gods 
That makes us feel like empty pods 

Who is it that claims that we are one 
That there’s the laughing day we won 
Dancing and singing through eternal time 
Working together like a rhyme 

Please tell me I’m sure you need to know 
Who’s the ruler behind the show 
It’s impossible that you are blind 
Is there a contract that you’ve signed 
 
And if so what will happen to me 
Without you how can I be 
Something in me belongs to you 
This stormy sound I can’t subdue 
- 
Yasha 
I need to speak in silent enigmas 
We are trapped in ancient stigmas 
Divided by the hands of others 
You can call them our brothers 
 
For them it’s just a game with life 
For us it became an endless strife 
When I found you I wasn’t sure  
If this can be the final cure 
 
Sometimes I thought you understood 
That you’ve remembered our childhood 
But then you’ve started a useless fight 
That darkened everything that was just bright  
 
In such dark night there’s nothing to do 
And I feared it becomes our Waterloo 
Remember the night when we first met 
Open your eyes and follow the thread 
- 



Benjamin 
Your enigma doesn’t make sense 
It’s stimulating my defense  
If you know why do you hide 
Rather than being a truthful guide 
 
Oh yes I remember that night we met 
I saw clearly the horrible threat 
I’ve heard it loud what the doorkeeper said 
His words implanted like thorns in my head  
 
I went through that night a thousand times 
I stepped on each of the hidden mines 
Wounded like a fox after the hunt 
Happy that I survived that stunt  
 
I’m sorry but you cannot know 
Even if you’re ruling the show 
Your words are born in my searching mind 
Controlled by Gods I’ll never find 
- 
Yasha 
Wasn’t it you that claimed that night 
That it’s love and not the fight 
That will free us from foreign mights 
That will lead us out of the nights 
 
Yes my words are born in your thought 
But love the only thing I taught 
It’s up to you to hear my voice 
You’re the one that makes the choice  
 
I deliver information  
Hoping that you’ll find causation 
I let you come under my skin 
Am waiting for the final spin 
 
That you move me close to you 
That you love me like I do 
Thereby the tales becoming true 
Thus the moonlight shining new 



Variation XI 

Yasha 
Why do you doubt  
Claiming you know 
What shall I do 
Kisses like snow 
 
You’ve got it all 
Wonders like stars 
But you prefer 
Fighting with Mars 
 
You’ve got my love 
Tender like snow 
Is there the time  
You’ll knead the dough 
 
What shall I do 
That you will trust 
Raising a storm 
Dancing stardust 
- 
Benjamin 
What shall I doubt 
It’s all so clear 
Losing my blood 
You’ve made me fear 
 
Don’t get me wrong 
I won’t complain  
I chose my way 
Knowing there’s pain 
 
There is no sign 
That you ever knew 
You might proclaim  
I missed the clue 
 
What is it about 
Your hidden life 
In front of me 
Handling a knife 
- 



 
Your words to me 
Stunk like a lie 
Open your ears 
And hear me cry 
 
What you call love 
Is just desire 
My heart still burns 
You’ve set the fire 
 
I hear your words 
Born in my mind 
Loving snowflakes  
Feeling inclined 
 
I have no doubts 
You’ve built the doors 
To tell the truth 
Isn’t fighting wars 
- 
Yasha 
You don’t fight me 
You fight the Gods 
Just like Cronus  
That ate the rocks 
 
Please hear my words 
You missed a point 
Your love will be 
The missing joint 
 
Forget mistakes  
Oh love please trust 
My loving word  
Your angel dust 
 
Forget the deeds 
It was not me 
You know it better 
Please set us free 



Variation XII 

Benjamin 
When I’m under your skin 
Searching truth in your head 
Feeling like I’m your twin 
Embracing you in bed 
 
Everything seems so clear 
Seeing your pics and deeds 
Being part of your sphere 
Wond’ring about these seeds 
 
I ask what you expect 
Where you think it will lead 
How the fuck to protect 
How to cool down the heat 
 
You say it’s your singing  
If I would just listen 
Undergo your thinking 
Feeling your decision 
- 
Yasha 
I gave you many clues 
But it seems that you’re blind 
I want to be your muse 
Ruling your precious mind 
 
I want to heat your blood 
Until your heart explodes 
Staying in deepest mud 
Until your skin corrodes 

 
I want to see your bones 
And want to feel your pain 
You shall listen to stones 
Secret tones of the rain 
 
I want you to love me 
Like nobody before 
That you will find the key 
To open my heart’s door 
- 



Benjamin 
You’re talking about love 
As if it is a war 
Willing to smash the dove 
With the hammer of Thor 
 
Baby I’ve seen all signs 
No question that I know  
I stepped on all your mines 
That where part of your show 
 
But what you never got 
The reason behind all 
That it is another plot 
Can’t you hear life’s still call 
 
You want to reduce it 
To a genius drama 
You and me just transmit  
Your own personal trauma 
- 
Yasha 
I know you think there’s more 
You found a hidden truth 
An unknown magic ore 
A missing wisdom tooth 
 
Well I can’t believe it 
I cannot understand  
I think you have to quit 
And take my tender hand 
 
Let us perform my play 
Let us fly to the sky 
Let us love and allay 
The things that need no why 
 
You will never lose me 
If you follow my way 
Walking over the sea 
Traveling as a ray 



Variation XIII 

Benjamin 
Baby if I wouldn’t know 
About the hidden link 
There would not be your show 
The ship you drive would sink 
 
I would not let you lie 
Laughing into my eyes 
I would not be the guy 
Deliv’ring butterflies 
 
If I would think that you 
Really know what you do 
That you’re not a hostage 
Living on my wastage 
 
You wouldn’t have my stories 
That hold you in Olympus 
You would tell allegories  
From a stupid pimp 
- 
This is not a dialogue  
It’s only me that speaks 
I blow away the fog 
I guess you’ll get red cheeks 
 
We both know you’re guilty 
You hacked into my life 
Your deeds were all silty 
My friend isn’t alive 
 
Your career based on fraud 
Three times you poisoned  
People that had you taught 
Strongest wins you reasoned 
 
I guess you’re still not clear 
Why you received my love 
You’re still driven by fear 
Rather killing the dove 
- 



 
And every time we meet 
You’re lying like a child 
You still not see the seed 
That is growing up wild 
 
Perhaps you just delete 
The memory in mind 
You never feel the heat 
Your eyes already blind 
 
My memory still serves 
I know my friend is dead 
An other lost his nerves 
The reason was your threat 
 
You were hacking my home 
Your friends poisoned my food 
Around my mouth was foam 
And you’re watching me nude 
- 
So tell me what to do 
With such criminal deeds 
Tell me a proper clue 
What are your truly needs 
 
People are not just toys 
They have hearts just like you 
You’re making too much noise  
And getting rid like spew 
 
Well now I’m so tired  
Should I say you’re fired 
Kicking your butt away 
Give you the bill to pay 
 
Forget what I believe  
Why can I not just leave 
Guess there’s civility  
Responsibility 



Variation XIV 

Benjamin 
Macha never wondered  
That you were just around 
And joyfully plundered  
Her magically pure sound 
 
How big are the chances 
For such coincidence  
Lucky circumstances 
You’re playing innocence 
 
Suffering, anguish, sickened 
Anxious, worried, concerned  
Wounded, tainted, injured 
Shaken, mangled, bruised 
 
A chance one in trillions 
You got it more than twice 
Let me take the millions  
Thereby a star will rise 
- 
Karl the famous wizard  
Already in your hand 
Acted like a blizzard 
Took over Macha’s land 
 
Yasha untouchable  
By acting like a child 
But not invisible  
Your ego is too wild 
 
Blackmail, stealing, lying 
Hiding, smuggling, killing 
Shameless, ruthless, darkness  
Vainly, brutal, heartless  
 
I bring it to the end 
There is no other way 
So many years I’ve spent  
You had no truth to say 
- 



 
Is there anybody 
That you haven’t hacked 
Where you weren’t bawdy  
And acted with respect  
 
You think that for the arts 
Is everything allowed 
Your actions stink like farts 
But you’re constantly proud 
 
No art, wisdom, vision,  
No dream, foresight, mission 
No love, ideals, beliefs  
No plan, no sense, just griefs 
 
You have nothing to say 
There’s no fortunate way 
There’s only scorched earth 
Nowhere a seed of birth 
- 
Master of copy paste 
No own truthful feeling 
Your own thought sounds like waste 
Just horrible squealing 
 
Listen to your laughter  
There it’s clearly to hear 
Like a blinded drafter 
A bawling puppeteer  
 
No truth, no depth, just lies 
Cheapest shit of the flies 
Poisoned, darkened, your mind 
Betrayed by you mankind 
 
There‘s now a bill to pay 
Birds sing it from the roof 
You’ll curse for sure the day 
Your deeds you can’t disprove 



Variation XV 

Yasha 
All my criminal energy  
Hidden behind my baby face 
For nobody detectable  
A perfect sunny hiding place 
 
You know everyone has dark spots 
I just bring the luminous light 
Then I fire some warning shots 
Therefore they’ll know they lose each fight 
 
I have them all in tender hand 
The dark secret of my success  
Everybody stays on quicksand  
And I’m just playing with them chess 
 
Unfortunately you’re different 
And I missed the chance to kill you 
All the valuable time you’ve spent 
To make me kneeling on the pew 
- 
Benjamin 
Yasha you showed way to often 
Your dark dangerous witch grimace 
Coming out of the black coffin  
Unfortunately without grace 
 
You know I’m absolutely convinced  
That your not master of your brain 
There’s someone else that had you minced 
Which is leading you on a chain 
 
But since you’ll never stop your crimes 
Sending virus pictures around 
Conquer computers all the times 
Blackmail people with what you found 
 
You forced me to take action now 
Putting the cards on the table 
The dirty ground I have to plow 
And taking away your sable 
- 



Yasha 
Now I wished that I had listened  
I wished you could turn back the time 
When the stars for me still glistened 
When they still sounded like a clime 
 
It’s becoming dark and silent 
The moon is full and will go down  
All is becoming violent 
I’m feeling like I have to drown 
 
Oh Benjamin what have I done 
Tell why I could not get enough  
Why couldn’t I see that you’re the sun 
Why couldn’t I see that you don’t bluff 
 
Oh please tell me what can I do 
You always had the right answers 
You have the most wonderful view 
You’re the noblest of all dancers 
- 
Benjamin 
As I have told you years ago 
When you started your war on me 
The time will come, end of the show 
And I’m holding your freedom plea 
 
None of us is really guilty  
We are all still ruled by the Gods 
War, the source of their energy 
We have to understand the odds 
 
Information isn’t knowledge  
Ideas are not from this planet 
So we all have to acknowledge  
We found no answers for Hamlet 
 
We’re running in perfect circles  
Always looking for a way out 
The colors we see are purples  
Even life’s motor, love we doubt 



Variation XVI 

Yasha 
Fight, lie to hide the other lies 
Attack, in the dark of his night  
Come closest now, like children 
Surprise, amaze, like shooting stars 
 
Spectacular, unexpected  
Sudden laughters, mysterious  
Flying birds swarm, enraged cow herds 
Astonish like a newborn child 
 
Dramatic views, stunning movements 
Shocked sensations, dismayed feelings  
Twisted my thoughts, consternation  
Predictable coincidence  
 
Startled abrupt remembering 
Perhaps better raising grieving  
Memories, imaginations 
Hidden in darkest blurry nights 
- 
Benjamin 
Debris, under water, floating 
Sitting above, laughing, wondering  
Seeking for thoughts, failing, laughing  
Astounded, no, flabbergasted 
 
Think, now, something, worth it, or not 
Just think, perhaps about flowers 
Probably dreams, light beams, rain showers  
Imagine life, suppose there’s love 
 
Retrieve your life, conceive a dove 
Intend new birth, a little seed 
Presume you’re right, remember light 
Consider the fight, darkest night 
 
Call back your love, cogitate light 
Wonder, see, breath, sense, feel the air 
Want, intend, remind, tell yourself 
Nevertheless she’s now the best 
- 



 
Let her go wherever she wants 
Let her take your heart to survive  
Send her your breath, make her alive 
It’s in your thought you shouldn’t doubt  
 
There’s something above great as love 
Wonders like snowflakes in summer 
Miracles like your love for her 
Surprises like her play with you 
 
Curiosities like her lies 
Rhapsodies from another world 
Ironies for biggest laughters 
Mysteries like traveling time 
 
Questions you never asked before 
Splendors nobody ever saw 
Delightful like a perfect muse 
Dangerous like a hurricane  
- 
Yasha 
He’ll eat the bait like every time 
He’ll finish his variations 
And I play them like they were mine 
Cause that’s what it was all about 
 
Standing in the splendid light beams  
Celebrating views from above 
Festivities on Olympus 
Conducting extravaganza  
 
Praising holy informations 
Rewarding deeds, featuring me 
Emphasizing glad behavior 
Celebrations on red carpets 
 
My world, all yours, nobody cares 
The music of the Titans world 
Hammerklavier like never heard 
It’s all yours but I’ll keep it mine 



Variation XVII 

Yasha 
Where are we now 
Is it life 
Or is it art 
Holly spirit  
Devil‘s fart 
When I need him 
He shits on me 
Cut the strings  
Lose my might 
To win the fight 
Will I remember  
All my lies 
Or change the side 
Tell the truth 
Or empty the bottle  
Just pass away 
- 
Benjamin 
It’s not so easy 
Like you thought 
Thoughts are Titans  
Elements the Gods 
They wanna live 
No matter how 
The Chinese say 
What’s destroyed 
By humans  
Can be repaired 
Only by them 
We can forgive 
And we support 
If there’s truth 
Cause there’s love 
The motor of life 
- 
Yasha 
Leave me alone 
With your truth 
Just spare me 
Your human mind 
I was never rewired 
In a design sense 
So the IQ level 



Didn't stoop 
I’m gonna amp it up 
Jam time now 
New handling  
Of the affairs 
A mirage  
Of an expectation 
Clear thinking  
Supreme supremacy 
- 
Benjamin 
Try to hear yourself  
You never listened  
How ridiculous  
For a musician  
I caught you 
Like a rat 
Supreme supremacy  
Where is it now 
My nose is more clever 
Than your supreme IQ 
Wake up 
Take the chance 
The people  
You’ve hurt 
The once 
That will help 



Variation XVIII 

Yasha 
Dark death silence 
Worlds unbalanced 
Tender outwit  
Never admit 

Dark evil deeds 
Mephisto‘s seeds 
Mistrusting eyes 
Everywhere spies  

Conceal the witch 
Withstand the itch  
Antitoxin  
Stop the tocsin 

Enlightened thoughts 
Opening knots 
Brightest heaven  
Magic seven 
- 
Benjamin 
Truth unfolded 
Doubt’s implanted 
Slowest venom 
Deathly benumbed  

Frogs are singing 
Creation’s spinning 
Love’s waves floating  
Timeless trav‘ling 

Life’s orchestra 
Hyperbola 
Laughing quaking 
Lies destroying  

Gods are nothing 
Titans thinking 
Steel is singing 
Silence’s screaming  
- 



Yasha 
Creating thought 
Love what you taught  
How could I lose 
Why did I choose  

It can’t be me 
At night I see  
Glorious light 
Imperial fight 

I always won 
Spiderweb spun  
Mountain rivers 
Music givers 

Fine melodies 
Like elegies  
Wise rhapsodies 
My felonies 
- 
Benjamin 
Your silky web 
A wondrous ebb 
But you forgot 
The higher spot 

From there above 
Love’s what behove 
Cristal clear view 
She’s gonna sue 

Monstrous killing 
Truth fulfilling 
Question of times 
Hidden in rhymes 

The laughter’s voice 
Love’s supreme choice 
Will help you out 
Life’s holly sprout  



Variation XIX 

Yasha 
Oh laughter  
Children’s voice 
Oleaster 
Immortal choice 

First showdown  
Mother’s birth 
Blazing crown 
Living earth 

Extant breath 
Breathing space 
Dance of death 
Rotting race 

Leave me now 
Devil‘s brood 
Cocked bow 
Fleeing pseud  
- 
Benjamin 
Evil’s lost 
Fruition  
Pentecost 
Abscission 

Life’s flavor 
Is adverse 
Lost quaver  
Betrayed terce 

Sneaky God 
Discovered 
Rotting clod 
Discolored  

Water‘s singing  
Life’s whirling 
Announcing  
God‘s fleeing  
- 



Yasha 
History 
Liberty  
Mystery  
We were free 

Oh freedom  
Now you’re back 
Oh kingdom 
Loving shack 

Devious word 
Devil’s sword 
Firebird 
Flaps are heard 

Earth‘s thunder 
Shakes Olympus 
Go under 
Paltry pimp 
- 
Benjamin 
Prisoned souls 
Now you’re free 
Life controls 
What will be 

There’s no place 
On our earth 
Hidden race 
Absurd dearth 

We’ve no need 
Deathly seed 
Goddess breed 
Darkest bead 

Benjamin  
Say goodbye  
Yasha’s sin 
Gods black tie 



Variation XX 

Benjamin 
In cloud waves we will swim 
Moved by the magic hymn 
Billions of laughing hearts  
Enchanted by the arts 

The Gods above will yield 
Olympus a debris field 
And as life had foreseen 
Flames will dance in between  

Night on earth looks like day 
Defeated Gods will pray  
Zeus whining like a whelp 
Begging Titans to help 

But no, his ancestors  
Won’t defend molesters 
Prisoned and way to long 
Bidden the final gong 
- 
Yasha 
If you can think the world 
Behavior will be gnarled  
You will act like the sun 
Causes light Hades son 

You felt all destruction  
Seeing all abduction  
The unbelievable  
The irretrievable  

In the unknown you’ve shown  
A billion voices moan  
Born and raced in bright hell 
Most deplorable smell 

Can you think end of time 
A wondrous paradigm  
Cause that’s what you’ve to do 
For schubidubidu 
- 



Benjamin 
Love’s laughter will thunder  
There will be no plunder 
Cause that’s life’s great power 
Always blooming flower 

I can’t forget her smell 
Ubiquitous in hell 
Hidden in everything  
Must be the only king 

Who am I not to love 
Listening to the dove 
Growing by supporting  
Laughing while reporting 

Strong wind will sing with birds 
Freedom the string of words 
Gods burning in their hell 
Mute screaming their farewell  
- 
Yasha 
Secrets told by the wind 
The face of God is skinned 
But it’s not over yet 
Zeus won’t give up I bet 

He’ll be in everyone 
A spiderweb he spun 
In every thought you’ll think 
There’ll be a missing link 

You have to trust your heart 
And rip your brain apart 
You’ll need the coldest blood 
The all destroying flood  

The wondrous laughing child 
That never was beguiled  
Spread your wings like eagles  
Shoot the sharpest needles  



Variation XXI 

Yasha 
Do you in dark nights remember  
Years ago the hot September  
When our blood felt like ember 
And burned until cold December  

When you came to me each cold night 
Our love the most glorious might 
Blue stars at daytime shining bright 
You told me that you’ll win the fight 
- 
Benjamin 
These words are burned in every cell 
I made sure that Zeus could it smell 
That I’ll arise from glowing hell 
To send this bastard to farewell  

Trust me my blood is still on fire 
In Olympus they’ll learn to perspire 
Searching for a rescuing wire 
Running up the highest spire 
- 
Yasha 
How you touched me without your hands 
Abducted me to holy lands 
To other galaxies bright strands 
How we loved us in whitest sands 

Tell me that it wasn’t a dream 
That we were traveling on light beam  
That you have heard my lustrous scream 
That you’ve tasted my sacred cream 
- 
Benjamin 
Balancing on my fingertips  
Swinging with your most gorgeous hips 
Sending kisses from your hot lips 
I remember it like an eclipse  

You surrounded me like water 
Overtook me like a squatter  
Surely you’re a Titans daughter 
In Olympus they fear their slaughter  



Variation XXII 

Yasha 
Deciphering  
Destroying tree  
False branch pruning  
Ravaging scree 

Can you forgive 
By changing time 
Fell through the sieve 
I lost my chime 

Scent of flowers 
A baby‘s scream 
Senses powers 
Bended light beam 

Three hundred nights 
I feared nothing 
But the limits 
Of our love 
- 
Benjamin 
There’s no limit 
I can admit 
Love’s just silent  
Like a diamond  

She hides from you 
Up in the tree 
Fled like a bird 
Your thoughts she heard 

What to forgive 
Since you don’t know 
What you have done  
Nor who you are 

What I have done 
I had to do 
Shooting the gun 
Out of the blue 
- 



Yasha 
Blood all over 
A thousand wounds 
People snuffer 
Horrible sounds 

Give me a sign 
Beside your rhyme 
Open a door  
Let’s end the war 

Let me tell you 
From eye to eye 
Everything‘s skewed 
I’ll whisper why 

A nightingale 
Last summer sung 
Exiting tale 
With golden tongue  
- 
Benjamin 
Doors are open 
Your unknown rooms 
Just Titans dare 
Exploring blooms 

Contemplating 
Leveraging  
Envisaging 
Wonders seeking 

Touch the unknown 
Love´s art I’ve shown 
Arrogant nose 
Devil’s fart chose  

Watch the mirror  
Discern the lost 
Sentry your truth 
In eyes embossed 



Variation XXIII 

Yasha 
Can’t you see I’m wounded 
Can’t you feel foreign pain 
On my knees I’m begging 
I’m probably insane 

Just take me in your arms 
Tell me your tale of love 
Flying over mountains 
I’m gonna be the dove  

For you I’ll be myself  
The woman you explored 
Cut of the other one 
Your word the sharpest sword 

Sensitize the disguised 
Cause the flower to blush 
Enchant my unlit soul 
Let me be your song thrush 
- 
Benjamin  
Can you hear my laughter 
Than let’s laugh together  
Therefore your unlit soul 
May loosing its control 

That’s what you really need 
The power of light speed 
Trust in holly nature 
The simplest behavior 

Silent flowing water 
Conducting gravity 
Storm let trees just totter 
Mythical levity 

Control is letting go 
Art is always as so 
Glorious Titan whiff 
There’s no art in as if 
- 



Stop lying to yourself 
You’ll miss the miracle 
You’ll never see the elf 
Damned to the visible 

Enchanted modest heart 
Scent of blooming flowers 
Fresh water a la carte 
Meteorite showers 

Secrets are in the small 
Your thoughts infinitely sprawl  
Love is nature’s language 
Devils fart just slanguage 

Vanity makes you deaf 
Those ears can’t see the clef 
Those hands can’t tell a truth 
Those movements aren’t sleuth 
- 
Yasha 

It echoes it my ears 
Embarrassing my fears 
Eyes with saltiest tears 
Guess children are my peers 

My lungs won’t breath no more 
My heart the giddiest 
My blood won’t float no more 
My brain the muddiest 

Not a Titans daughter  
Cause I fear the slaughter 
Who am I if you’re right 
Feels like an awful plight 

Is there light after dark 
A holly spirit spark 
Can you hear me bawling 
Hold me cause I’m falling 



Variation XXIV  

Benjamin 
Every bird flies different, some may fall 
What you think your drama tells me now 
We all know that the truth is simple 
First look up if you search for mushrooms 

What’s the reason that you came back 
Fear of unfinished variations 
Well they’re gonna tell you what you’ll miss 
You’re the first, falling through empty space 

No consequences if you spread the wings 
You’ll just fall until the end of time 
You’ll never hit any virtuous ground 
By telling yourself lie after lie 

No you can’t stand these variations 
You’ll ruin them with your hellish lies  
Creating sound mud with your pedals 
Using fingertips instead of -prints 
- 
Yasha 
We both know that this doesn’t matter 
They’ll still be the most fascinating 
Thanks to you my brilliant darling 
Nobody saw it’s a dialogue 

It’s my own story I have to tell 
You’ll wonder how crystal clear each tone 
Only me and you will really know 
Everybody else believes in lies 

Just finish our variations 
I play them like nobody before 
Nobody else ever flew so high 
From above I’ll look down on Olympus 

Where the others are that stole from you 
But it won’t be a theft cause it’s mine 
It’s my adventure I went with you 
But there will be no applause for you 
- 



Benjamin 
As if I care about cheap applause 
Only highest mind is good enough 
Well the air is very thin up there 
Don’t forget to take the deepest breath 

This is the story of your failure 
I truly doubt that you can stand it 
Your slummy story of betrayal and creed 
Of blackmail, infamy and vanity 

If this one reaches your unknown heart 
Over your keyboard you’ll break apart 
The most solitary girl on earth 
You would have to bear the darkest night 

Baby girl you’ll never reach this point 
Cowardly you’ll just betray yourself 
And never smell the scent of flowers 
And if you try you won’t understand 
- 
Yasha 
I guess I came back to hear just that 
That you can finally knock me out 
You’ve no idea how much I want that 
Looking in the mirror to be new 

Seeing the woman that you explored 
I just fear that it might be to late 
That this woman is already dead 
That I missed the point of no return 

You’ve told me maybe a thousand times 
A musician that doesn’t listen 
And when I do there’s only silence 
Silence in my mind and emptiness 

What will be the divine deed to do 
In which secret language shall I speak 
That everybody I betrayed forgives 
Can you please tell me the magic spell 



Variation XXV 

Benjamin 
Silent tone 
Wizards zone 
Water brought 
Splendid thought 

Light follows 
Every deed 
Second soul 
Foreign seed 

Burning tree 
Knowledges fee 
Snake the wave 
Human‘s grave 

Breaking branch 
Hear the sound 
Life’s voices 
You have found 
- 
Yasha 
Garbled brain 
Arctic rain 
Drops like ice 
That’s your spice 

Savage death 
Debunking 
Vitrified 
Feuds stunting 

Hitherto 
Awful quest 
Afterwards 
Strife undressed 

Naked zilch 
Hellish white 
Dimensions 
Are in fight 
- 



Benjamin 
Veiled data 
Tsunamis 
Unconscious 
False amice 

Seventh sense 
Omitted 
Interface 
Fine pitted 

Splendid ideas 
Conceited 
Ancient lore 
Maltreated 

Stashed knowledge 
Water serves 
Reconnect 
Living nerves 
- 
Yasha 
Hellfire mind 
Downloaded 
Tree of life 
Eroded 

Who am I 
Who are we 
Are there two 
Are we three 

Split soulmates 
One in me 
One in you 
Set them free 

Displaced 
Mistletoe 
Let us dance 
Fandango 



Variation XXVI 

Benjamin 
Did you ever walk in stormy rain 
Endless drops hitting your icy face 
Each one a soul wanderers saga 
Queer chronicles of an unknown race 

Foreign at first but so familiar 
Like that one kiss you never became 
The one imagined but never felt 
White canvas in a marvelous frame 

Like a tone that doesn’t reach your brain 
Child-like laughters from the oldest men 
Wild roses fragrance but from a tree 
A snow peak mountain in deepest glen 

Those skin that can understand these drops 
Has ears which hear echos from the past 
The laughters before the word took place 
The time when our senses were still vast 
- 
Yasha 
What is it then what we’re calling death 
Illusions caused by bad connections 
But if death is true who’s dying then 
Who’s coming back by resurrections 

Aren’t these just mythical stories 
Or is the line in truth a sharp knife 
Just to see by changing perspectives 
But can’t believe ‘cause it isn’t rife 

And if the will is not really free 
Who fired then on you the gun 
If not Gansa who attacked you then 
Who lies steals betrayals murders for fun 

Who’s responsible for the peril 
Somewhere else the evil is rehoused 
How to think that we’re not guilty if 
Mephisto a creation of Faust 
- 



Benjamin 
Without the word of God there’s no lie 
Without death there’s no need for a God 
Life’s created on transformation 
The concept of death is very odd 

Action is based on information 
Wrong information leads to false deeds 
But the information can’t get lost 
In mythical scripts you’ll find the seeds 

Just change your perspective and you’ll see 
The truth is carefully wrapped in tales 
Mephisto a creation of Faust 
But destruction is ruled by set trails 

You can’t say that you know what you do 
Manipulated by foreign might 
Can’t even believe this simple truth 
Since your brain is ruled in moonshine night 
- 
Yasha 
The sun see’s your body the moon your soul 
That’s what they say and it might be true 
Forgive them they don’t know what they do 
That’s what he once said we have no clue 

How to smell the flowers fragrance then 
How to communicate with the trees 
How to get answers from pure water 
How to fathom the whispering breeze 

How to love when ruled by destruction 
How to realize when you’re not free 
How to answer never asked questions 
How to find the lock if you’re the key 

You’ve once said just listen to your heart 
That this heart can think just like the brain 
When I’m able to see with my heart 
I’ll find answers in each drop of rain 



Variation XXVII 

Benjamin 
Water is your body 
Deluge liquid your brain 
Informations shoddy 
Disconnected from rain 

Conscious elements 
Born in wildest fire 
Dimensions battlements 
Never seen so dire 

Thoughts built on symmetry 
Break it to get magic 
Suddenly trinity 
Mystic and fantastic 

Error correcting code 
Base of evolution 
Hear the tone of this note 
Water’s the solution 
- 
Yasha 
Know it’s distillation 
Closest to lunation 
New thought inhalation 
There’s the destination 

Will we dare to go there 
And dive into that sphere 
Drink the clearest water 
Love the Titans daughter 

Founding a universe 
In void space we‘ll immerse 
Conducting the essence 
Nothing else than presence 

Just that very moment 
A new born component 
A possibility 
Of viability 
- 



Benjamin 
Filling the empty space 
New flowers in the vase 
Igniting unseen lights 
Embracing future sights 

Up and down we can spin 
At ease exchange our skin 
Feel what the other feels 
And further sky reveals 

While distance disappears 
Enjoyment will cause tears 
Salty as sweetest life 
Dancing on sharpest knife 

The sounds between two words 
Sung by majestic birds 
Will fill our Milky Way 
And oldest rules will sway 
- 
Yasha 
When I listen to you 
Everything sounds easy 
As if you really knew 
Magic words from genie 

Feels like you are able 
To come under my skin 
Like a tender sable 
Like laughters from within 

I wish I had the guts 
And open up my wings 
It really drives me nuts 
I cannot cut my strings 

I know fear’s a liar 
But are my feelings true 
Dancing on that wire 
Just back and forth to you 



Variation XXVIII 

Benjamin 
I know because of you 
Wondered if you know too 
Saw the mountains moving 
The Titan’s thoughts proving 

A tinge from thousand miles 
The privy of life’s isles 
Water at its forth phase 
Energy’s hunting blaze 

During an explosion 
A vast silent omen 
Colored darkness shining 
Love’s unknown gems mining 

Suddenly united 
Foreign worlds ignited 
Flaky sound waves trav’ling 
Thoughts on strings balancing 
- 
Yasha 
Be truthful to yourself 
Your knowledge comes from shelf 
When I came to the pier 
You only felt your fear 

Lead by your instincts 
Love just shady imprints 
Your imagination 
Shrunk you to oblation 

You might be right or wrong 
We’ll never hear the song 
Whilst you’re dead and alive 
No drama to derive 

No end nor a begin  
An endless circle’s spin 
A thousand kisses missed 
Or luckily the grist 
- 



Benjamin 
It may look like circles 
Closer look shows spirals 
Deeds show what to expect 
Nature laws can’t be wrecked 

We both know what’s been done 
We’ll see who holds the gun 
Just try to smell the air 
Scent of rising affair 

No doubt the bird will sing 
Fate of vibrating string 
And yes we’ll hear the song 
The monkey named King Kong 

Deep in my dark jungle 
I grew magic fungal 
And creed will not withstand 
These diamonds freehand 
- 
Yasha 
Raging anger untamed 
Supercilious inflamed 
Ridiculous King Kong 
Weak when you should be strong 

Instead of living love 
Hunting the holy dove 
Blinded by sneaky Gods 
Destroying all your odds 

Embrace your enemies 
My thoughts your remedies 
You know there’ll be the day 
End of the shadow play 

We don’t know what we do 
Your claimed angle of view 
You convinced me it’s true 
And real love did accrue 



Variation XXIX 

Yasha 
Thoughtful tones 
Loving heart 
Vibes of stones 
Total art 

Tactile skin 
From inside 
Light within 
Gliding ride 

Created 
Sensations 
Elated 
Foundations 

Water’s scent 
Discerned glyph 
Immanent 
Flower’s whiff 
- 
Benjamin
Celestial comedy
Our lived reality
Now your wind blows through me
Storming from oversea 

Adventure perfused
With unshakable joy
The war and doubts disused
A sparkling brain the decoy

Lights only found in love
A million bites thereof
Fresh blood tastes like lava
Long Wang starts new saga

Elements are controlled
Reunion of split souls
Resistance is futile 
Infos found in black holes
-



Brain is the receiver
A controlled believer
He‘s also the sender
The perfect surrender 

As long as you don’t know 
It’s a mystical show
Desperate searching truth
Hope in trusting your sleuth

Nobody can betray
Identified bouquet
Cause it’s built on matter
No room to play Satyr

Most senses can be fooled
Life by foreigners ruled
Believing in free will
Evolution‘s standing still
-
Yasha
Eden‘s scent
Remember
Immanent
Pretender

Flower’s whiff
Well-known sniff
Serpent’s wave
Plato’s cave

Another one
Is outside 
Life was gone
Hellish ride

Hope you’re right
Unknown might
Won’t contrite
Win the fight



Variation XXX

Benjamin 
Let’s be Janus
End the heinous
Virtuous spin
For new begin

Glorious end
Decay transcend
Fresh commencement 
Sweet enhancement
-
Yasha
Transformation 
An equation
Unite water
Titans daughter

Form my body
Compress the air
Let’s ride into
The holly sphere
-
Benjamin 
Love our asset
Stronger than fear
Like on sunset
Nights disappear 

We have to choose
And always can
Let’s light the fuse
Newfound lifespan
-
Yasha
There’s no good tune
In devils world
Seductive fume
Brain waves get curled 

Your love so clear
Tunes never heard
I’ll ride your spear
My heart you’ve stirred



Aria da Capo e Fine

Benjamin 
On the laggiest path we went
Ones we saw a glorious end
Didn’t feel like a simple dream
But balancing on sharpest beam

Breath defining the speed of time
Each one part of a paradigm 
Shifting thoughts between dimensions 
Each one building new connections 

Perceiving details of the whole
The evolution of your lips
Your magic eyes that looked through mine
That moment of total eclipse

Awakened by delightful tunes
Your fingers danced on pulsing skin
Played melodies from future times
Like whispers of an unknown twin
-
Yasha
When those times are on horizon 
When kisses feel like trees can sound
We’re loving us like eagles fly
There talon in our bloody wound

Will I forgive when you were wrong
Can you forgive when you were right
Which miracle tears down the doubts
That everything was true first night

We’re beginning we do not end
We’ll see just like the water flows
Let’s maneuver like water’s waves
And make sure you defend your rose

The most fragile you’ve ever touched
Your flesh penetrated by thorns
In the name of love still standing
Like a mountain in thunderstorms 
-



When you come I am always there
Wond’ring if you know where it is
Dancing like flames in burning heads
Sometimes laughing and full of bliss

How much you love to laugh with me
Let’s make sure that this never ends
No matter how foreign the world 
On the Titans thought it depends 

Can you think beginning of time
Emergence of a universe 
Where we start all over again 
In oceans I want to immerse 

Won’t miss the never given kiss
You’ll wish it’s not the only fun
My word born in your flaming heart
Creation of the brightest sun

Benjamin 
The clearest thoughts burn in silence 
Seconds later they disappear
As written words they keep alive 
Breathing in their own atmosphere 

This universe lives forever 
Its information can’t get lost
You only know what’s right or wrong 
While I got hunted our paths crossed

Did coincidence save my life
The queen between me and the hounds
Thousand secrets revealed one truth
There’s only love to heal those wounds 

Variations like shades of us
The only thing I have to give
But if you play them in the sun
You’ll ensure they’ll always live


